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Abstract
We present a framework for deterministically rounding a dynamic fractional matching. Applying our
framework in a black-box manner on top of existing fractional matching algorithms, we derive the
following new results: (1) The first deterministic algorithm for maintaining a (2 − δ)-approximate
maximum matching in a fully dynamic bipartite graph, in arbitrarily small polynomial update time.
(2) The first deterministic algorithm for maintaining a (1 + δ)-approximate maximum matching
in a decremental bipartite graph, in polylogarithmic update time. (3) The first deterministic
algorithm for maintaining a (2 + δ)-approximate maximum matching in a fully dynamic general
graph, in small polylogarithmic (specifically, O(log4 n)) update time. These results are respectively
obtained by applying our framework on top of the fractional matching algorithms of Bhattacharya
et al. [STOC’16], Bernstein et al. [FOCS’20], and Bhattacharya and Kulkarni [SODA’19].
Previously, there were two known general-purpose rounding schemes for dynamic fractional
matchings. Both these schemes, by Arar et al. [ICALP’18] and Wajc [STOC’20], were randomized.
Our rounding scheme works by maintaining a good matching-sparsifier with bounded arboricity,
and then applying the algorithm of Peleg and Solomon [SODA’16] to maintain a near-optimal
matching in this low arboricity graph. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first dynamic
matching algorithm that works on general graphs by using an algorithm for low-arboricity graphs as
a black-box subroutine. This feature of our rounding scheme might be of independent interest.
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Introduction

The central question in the area of dynamic algorithms is to understand how can we efficiently
maintain a good solution to a computational problem, when the underlying input changes
over time [26, 28]. In the past decade, an extensive body of work in this area has been
devoted to the study of dynamic matching [1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 17, 22, 24, 34, 35, 38, 39].
A matching M ⊆ E in G is a set of edges that do not share any common endpoint. In the
dynamic matching problem, the input is a graph G = (V, E) that keeps getting updated via
edge insertions/deletions, and the goal is to maintain an approximately maximum matching
in G with small (preferably polylogarithmic) update time, where the phrase “update time”
refers to the time it takes to handle an “update” (edge insertion/deletion) in G.1 From the
current landscape of dynamic matching, we can identify a common template that underpins
a number of existing algorithms for this problem. This template consists of three steps.

1

An algorithm has an “amortized” update time of O(τ ) iff starting from an empty graph, it can handle
any sequence of κ edges insertions/deletions in O(τ · κ) total time.
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Step (I). Design an efficient dynamic algorithm that maintains an approximately maximum
fractional matching2 w : E → [0, 1] in the input graph G = (V, E). All the known algorithms
for this first step are deterministic [9, 12, 13, 15, 14, 16, 23].
Step (II). Maintain a sparse (bounded-degree) subgraph S = (V, ES ) of the input graph,
with ES ⊆ E, that approximately preserves the size of maximum matching [3, 40]. In a bit
more details, the subgraph S should have the property that µ(S) is very close to size(w),
P
where µ(S) denotes the size of maximum (integral) matching in S, and size(w) = e∈E w(e)
denotes the size of the fractional matching w from the previous step. Such a subgraph S
is often referred to as a matching-sparsifier of G [4]. There are two known algorithms for
this second step and both of them are randomized, in sharp contrast to Step (I). Specifically,
Arar et al. [3] designed a randomized rounding scheme for sparsifying a dynamic fractional
matching. Their algorithm works only in the oblivious adversary setting, where the future
updates cannot depend on the past actions taken by the algorithm. This result was very
recently improved upon by Wajc [40], who presented an elegant dynamic rounding scheme
for Step (II) that, although randomized, works in a much more general adaptive adversary
setting, where the future updates to the algorithm can depend on all its past random bits.
Step (III). Maintain a near-optimal matching in the (bounded-degree) sparsifier S from the
previous step, using a known algorithm by Gupta et al. [25], which has O(∆) update time
on dynamic graphs with maximum degree ≤ ∆. Since S has bounded degree, the third step
incurs only a small overhead in the update time. The algorithm in [25] is also deterministic.
A natural question arises from the preceding discussion. Can we design an efficient
deterministic dynamic algorithm for Step (II)? Since Step (I) and Step (III) are already
deterministic, an efficient deterministic algorithm for Step (II) will allow us to derandomize
multiple existing results in the literature on dynamic matching. We resolve this question in
the affirmative. Specifically, our main result is summarized in the theorem below.
▶ Theorem 1. Fix any small constant δ > 0. Consider a dynamic graph G = (V, E) on
n nodes and a (dynamic) fractional matching w in G. In this setting, an update either
inserts/deletes an edge in G = (V, E) or changes the weight w(e) of an existing edge e ∈ E.
We can deterministically maintain a subgraph S = (V, ES ) of G, with ES ⊆ E, such that:
1. There exists a fractional matching h′ : ES → [0, 1] in S with size(w) ≤ (1 + δ) · size(h′ ).
2. If w is a (δ, δ)-approximate maximal matching in G, then µ(G) ≤ (2 + δ) · µ(S).
3. The arboricity of S is O(log2 n).
4. Every update in G or w, on average, leads to O(log2 n) updates in S.
5. Our dynamic algorithm for maintaining S has O(log2 n) amortized update time.
Bounded arboricity matching-sparsifiers. We will shortly explain part-(2) of Theorem 1,
which uses the notion of a (δ, δ)-approximate maximal matching that has not been defined
yet. For now, we focus on an intriguing feature of Theorem 1, namely, that it only maintains
a subgraph S with bounded arboricity.3 This is in sharp contrast to all previous work on
dynamic matching-sparsifiers: they satisfy the strictly stronger requirement of bounded

2
3

A fractional matching w in G assigns a weight w(e) ∈ [0, 1] to every edge e ∈ E, ensuring that the total
weight assigned to all the edges incident on any given node is ≤ 1.
Informally, an undirected graph G′ = (V ′ , E ′ ) has arboricity κ if we can assign a direction to each of its
edges e ∈ E ′ in such a way that every node v ∈ V ′ gets an out-degree of at most O(κ). If a graph has
maximum degree at most κ, then its arboricity is also O(κ), but not vice versa.
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maximum degree [3, 40]. Our algorithm exploits this feature in a crucial manner, allowing
certain nodes to have large degrees in S while ensuring that the arboricity of S remains at
most O(log2 n). This does not cause any problem in the overall scheme of things, however,
because Peleg and Solomon [37] have shown how to deterministically maintain a (1 + δ)approximate maximum matching in O(∆) update time in a dynamic graph with arboricity
≤ ∆. Their algorithm allows us to efficiently maintain a near-optimal matching in S.
To summarize, there is an existing line of work on dynamic matching which deal with the
special class of low-arboricity graphs [29, 34, 37]. Theorem 1 shows that if we have a good
dynamic matching algorithm for low-arboricity graphs, then we can use it in a black-box
manner to design better dynamic matching algorithms for general graphs as well.
Implications of Theorem 1. We start by focussing on bipartite graphs. If a graph G is
bipartite, then the size of a maximum fractional matching in G is equal to µ(G). Accordingly,
part-(1) of Theorem 1 implies that if the input graph G is bipartite, then our dynamic
algorithm maintains a sparsifier S = (V, ES ) such that size(w) ≤ (1 + δ) · µ(S). We can now
run the dynamic algorithm from [37] on S, which has small arboricity, to efficiently maintain
a near-optimal (integral) matching M ⊆ ES with size(w) ≤ (1 + δ) · |M |.
Bhattacharya et al. [14] gave a deterministic algorithm for maintaining (2−ϵ)-approximate
maximum fractional matchings in bipartite graphs with arbitrarily small polynomial update
time. Applying our dynamic rounding framework on top of this result from [14], we get the
first deterministic algorithm for dynamic (integral) matchings in bipartite graphs with the
same approximation ratio and similar update time, as summarized in the theorem below.
▶ Theorem 2. For every constant k ≥ 10, there exists a βk ∈ (1, 2), and a deterministic
dynamic algorithm that maintains a βk -approximate maximum matching in an n-node bipartite
graph with O(n1/k · log4 n) amortized update time.
Next, very recently Bernstein et al. [9] showed how to maintain a (1 + δ)-approximate
maximum fractional matching in a bipartite graph with O(log3 n) amortized update time
in the decremental setting, where the input graph only undergoes edge-deletions. Applying
our dynamic rounding framework on top of their result, we get the first deterministic
algorithm for maximum (integral) matching in an analogous decremental setting, with the
same approximation ratio and similar update time. This is stated in the theorem below.
▶ Theorem 3. We can deterministically maintain a (1 + δ)-approximate maximum matching
in a decremental bipartite graph on n nodes with O(log7 n) amortized update time.
Moving on to general graphs, we note that if a graph G = (V, E) is non-bipartite, then
the size of a maximum fractional matching can be as large as (3/2) · µ(G). Thus, if we are
to naively apply our dynamic rounding framework based on the guarantee given to us by
part-(1) of Theorem 1, then we will lose out on a factor of 3/2 in the approximation ratio.
This is where part-(2) of Theorem 1 comes in handy. Specifically, as in [3, 40], we invoke the
notion of an (α, β)-approximate maximal matching (see Definition 6).
To see why this notion is useful for us, consider the result of Bhattacharya and
Kulkarni [16], who designed a deterministic dynamic algorithm for (2 + δ)-approximate maximum fractional matching, for small constant δ > 0, in general graphs with O(1) amortized
update time. Furthermore, the fractional matching maintained by [16] is (δ, δ)-approximately
maximal. Thus, applying Theorem 1 on top of this result from [16], we can deterministically
maintain a sparsifier S = (V, ES ) of the input graph G with µ(G) ≤ (2 + δ) · µ(S). We can
now maintain a near-optimal maximum matching M ⊆ ES in S, using the algorithm of [37].
Since µ(G) ≤ (2 + δ) · µ(S), M will be a (2 + δ)-approximate maximum (integral) matching
in G. Putting everything together, we get the result summarized in the theorem below.
ICALP 2021
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▶ Theorem 4. We can deterministically maintain a (2 + δ)-approximate maximum matching
in an n-node dynamic graph with O(log4 n) amortized update time, for small constant δ > 0.
Prior to our work, the only deterministic dynamic algorithm for (2 + δ)-approximate
maximum matching in general graphs with polylogarithmic update time was due to Bhattacharya et al. [14]. The exact polylogarithmic factor in the update time of [14] was huge
(more than log20 n), and the algorithm of [14] was significantly more complicated than ours.

Perspective. Existing techniques for proving update-time lower bounds for dynamic problems cannot distinguish between deterministic and randomized algorithms [2, 27, 30, 31, 36].
Thus, understanding the power of randomization in the dynamic setting is an important
research agenda, which comprises of two separate strands of work. (1) Studying the power
of the oblivious adversary assumption while designing a randomized algorithm for a given
dynamic problem. (2) Studying the separation between randomized algorithms that work
against adaptive adversaries on the one hand, and deterministic algorithms on the other.
Our work falls under the second category. A recent breakthrough result under this category
has been a deterministic algorithm for dynamic minimum spanning forest with worst-case
subpolynomial update time [18, 21]. This improves upon earlier work which achieved the
same update time guarantee for dynamic minimum spanning forest, but using a randomized
algorithm that works against adaptive adversary [32]. There are other well-studied dynamic
problems where currently we have polynomial gaps between the update times of the bestknown deterministic algorithm and the best-known randomized algorithm against adaptive
adversary [19, 20]. Bridging these gaps remain challenging open questions.

Our Techniques. The key ingredient in our rounding scheme is a simple degree-split
procedure. Given any graph G′ = (V ′ , E ′ ) as input, this procedure runs in linear time and
outputs a subgraph G′′ = (V ′ , E ′′ ) where the degree of every node v ∈ V ′ drops by a factor
of (1/2) · (1 ± ϵ), provided the initial degree of v in G′ was larger than (1/ϵ). See Algorithm 3.
Using this degree-split procedure, we first design a simple static algorithm for sparsifying
a uniform fractional matching w (which assigns the same weight to every edge) in an input
graph G = (V, E). This works in rounds. In each round, we start by repeatedly removing
the nodes with degree at most (1/ϵ), until we are left with a graph G′ = (V ′ , E ′ ) where every
remaining node has degree larger than (1/ϵ). We now apply the degree-split procedure on
G′ = (V ′ , E ′ ) to obtain a subset of edges E ′′ ⊆ E ′ , double the weight of every edge e ∈ E ′′ ,
and discard the edges e ∈ E ′′ \ E ′ from the support of the fractional matching. Since the
degree-split procedure reduces the degree of every node in V ′ by (approximately) a factor
of 1/2, it follows that we (approximately) preserve the total weight received by every node
while implementing a given round. We can show that if we continue with this process for
(roughly) logarithmic many rounds, then we end up with a bounded-arboricity subgraph of
the input graph G that approximately preserves the size of the fractional matching w. In
the dynamic setting, we try to mimic this static algorithm in a natural lazy manner.
When the input is a dynamic graph G and a (not necessarily uniform) fractional matching
w, then, roughly speaking, we first discretize w and then decompose it into O(log n) many
uniform fractional matchings, defined on mutually edge-disjoint subgraphs of G. We run a
dynamic algorithm for sparsifying a uniform fractional matching on each of these subgraphs,
and we maintain the union of the outputs of all these O(log n) many dynamic sparsifiers.
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Notations and Preliminaries

Throughout this paper, we let G = (V, E) denote the input graph, and n = |V | will be
the number of nodes in G. For any v ∈ V , E ′ ⊆ E and V ′ ⊆ V , we let E ′ (v, V ′ ) =
{(u, v) ∈ E ′ : u ∈ V ′ } denote the set of edges in E ′ that are incident on v and have their
other endpoints in V ′ . To ease notations, we define E ′ (v) := E ′ (v, V ). We also define
degE ′ (v, V ′ ) := |E ′ (v, V ′ )| and degE ′ (v) := |E ′ (v)|. Furthermore, given any subset of edges
S
E ′ ⊆ E, we let V (E ′ ) = (u,v)∈E ′ {u, v} denote the set of endpoints of the edges in E ′ .
Throughout the rest of this paper, we will consider δ to be some small constant, and we will
fix two more parameters β and ϵ as stated below.
10−3 ≥ δ = 20 · β = 5000 · ϵ · log n > 0.
′

(1)
′

′

Given any subset of edges E ⊆ E, a weight-function w : E → [0, 1] assigns a (possibly
fractional) weight 0 ≤ w′ (e) ≤ 1 to every edge e ∈ E ′ . We say that E ′ is the support
of w′ and write Support(w′ ) := E ′ . The size of the weight-function w′ is defined as
P
P
size(w′ ) := e∈E ′ w′ (e). For any node v ∈ V , let w′ (v) := (u,v)∈E ′ w′ (u, v) denote the
total weight received by v from all its incident edges under the weight-function w′ . We say
that w′ is a fractional matching in the graph G′ := (V, E ′ ) iff w′ (v) ≤ 1 for all v ∈ V . Since
E ′ ⊆ E, we often abuse notation to say that such a weight-function w′ is a fractional matching
in G = (V, E) as well. For any 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, we say that w′ is a λ-uniform weight-function (or,
fractional matching, if w′ (v) ≤ 1 for all v ∈ V ) iff w′ (e) = λ for all edges e ∈ E ′ .
Let µ(G′ ) and µf (G′ ) respectively denote the size of maximum matching and the size of
maximum fractional matching in a graph G′ . We will use the following well-known theorem.
▶ Theorem 5. Consider any graph G′ . If G′ is bipartite, then µ(G′ ) = µf (G′ ). Otherwise,
we have µ(G) ≤ µf (G′ ) ≤ (3/2) · µ(G).
We will use the notion of an approximately maximal matching as in Arar et al. [3].
▶ Definition 6. Consider any graph G′ = (V ′ , E ′ ) and a fractional matching w′ in G′ . We
say that w′ is a (α, β)-approximately maximal matching in G′ iff the following holds. For
every edge (u, v) ∈ E ′ , either (1) {w′ (u, v) ≥ β}, or (2) {there is at least one endpoint
x ∈ {u, v} such that w′ (x) ≥ 1 − α and w′ (x, y) < β for all edges (x, y) ∈ E ′ incident on x}.
An orientation of a graph G′ = (V ′ , E ′ ) assigns a direction to every edge (u, v) ∈ E ′ . For
the rest of this paper, whenever we say that a graph G′ has arboricity O(κ), we mean that
G′ admits an orientation of its edges where the maximum out-degree of a node is O(κ) [33].

3

A Static Algorithm for Sparsifying a Uniform Fractional Matching

In this section, we present a simple static algorithm for sparsifying a uniform fractional
matching. This will form the basis of our dynamic algorithm in Section 4 and Section 5.
As input, we receive a graph G = (V, E) and a λ-uniform fractional matching w : E → [0, 1]
in G, for some λ ∈ [δ/n2 , β). Define L = L(λ) to be the largest integer k such that
β/2 ≤ 2k λ < β. Since δ is a constant and δ/n2 ≤ λ < β, from (1) we infer that L = O(log n).
The algorithm proceeds in rounds i ∈ {0, . . . , L − 1}. Before
the start of round i = 0, we

initialize E (≥0) := E, V (≥0) := V , G(≥0) := V (≥0) , E (≥0) and γ (0) := w. Thus, γ (0) is a λuniform fractional matching in G. In each round i, we identify a subset of edges F (i) ⊆ E (≥i)
that get frozen, in the sense that they are not considered in subsequent rounds. Define
Si−1
F (i) := E (≥i) j=0 F (j) and H(i) := (V, F (i) ) for all i ∈ [0, L]. The following invariant will
be satisfied in the beginning of each round i ∈ [0, L]. The weight-function γ (i) : F (i) → [0, 1]
ensures that γ (i) (v) ≃ w(v) for all v ∈ V . Clearly, this invariant holds for i = 0.

ICALP 2021
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Implementing a given round i ∈ [0, L − 1]. Initialize G′ = (V ′ , E ′ ) := G(≥i) . There are
two distinct steps in this round. During the first step, we keep iteratively removing the nodes
with degree ≤ (1/ϵ) from G′ . Let V (i) ⊆ V (≥i) be the collection of nodes that get removed
from G′ in this manner, and let F (i) ⊆ E (≥i) denote the set of edges incident on V (i) . Define
V (≥i+1) := V (≥i) \ V (i) . At the end of this first step, the status of G′ = (V ′ , E ′ ) is as follows:
V ′ = V (≥i+1) and E ′ = E (≥i) \ F (i) . Intuitively, we can afford to remove the nodes V (≥i)
from G′ because the edges in F (i) admit an orientation with maximum out-degree (1/ϵ). At
the end of this first step every node in G′ has degree ≥ (1/ϵ).
In the second step, we call a subroutine Degree-Split(E ′ ), which returns a subset of
edges E ′′ ⊆ E ′ with the following property: degE ′′ (v) ≃ (1/2) · degE ′ (v) for all nodes v ∈ V ′ .
We will shortly see how to implement this Degree-Split subroutine. For now, we move ahead

with the description of round i. We set E (≥i+1) := E ′′ and G(≥i+1) := V (≥i+1) , E (≥i+1) .
Next, we discard the edges in E ′ \E (≥i+1) from the support of γ and double the weights on the
remaining edges in E (≥i+1) . This leads us to a new weight-function γ (i+1) : F (i+1) → [0, 1]
in H(i+1) = (V, F (i+1) ) which is defined as follows. For every edge e ∈ F (≥i+1) , we have:
(
2 · γ (i) (e) if e ∈ E (≥i+1) ;
γ (i+1) (e) =
(2)
Si
γ (i) (e)
else if e ∈ j=0 F (j) .
At this point, if i < L − 1, then we are ready to proceed to the next round i + 1. Otherwise, if
i = L − 1, then we terminate the algorithm after setting F (L) := E (≥L) and V (L) := V (≥L) .
SL
Define F := i=0 F (i) , H := (V, F ), and h := γ (L) . We will show that H = (V, F ) is a
good matching-sparsifier for the λ-uniform matching w in the input graph G = (V, E). The
relevant pseudocodes are summarized in Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3. For
clarity of exposition, in some of these pseudocodes we use one additional notation h(i) , which
is basically a weight-function h(i) : F (i) → [0, 1] such that h(i) (e) = 2i λ for all e ∈ F (i) .
Implementing the Degree-Split(E ′ )subroutine. Consider any graph G∗ = (V ∗ , E ∗ ). A
walk W in G∗ is a set of distinct edges {(u0 , v0 ), . . . , (uk , vk )} ⊆ E ∗ such that vi = ui+1
for all i ∈ [0, k − 1]. Let W (even) = {(u2i , v2i ) : i ∈ [0, ⌊k/2⌋]} denote the collection of
even numbered edges from this walk W . The walk W is said to be maximal in G∗ iff
degE ∗ \W (u0 ) = degE ∗ \W (uk ) = 0. When we call Degree-Split(E ′ ), it first partitions the
edge-set E ′ into a collection of walks W as specified in Algorithm 3. It then returns the set
E ′′ ⊆ E ′ , which consists of all the even numbered edges from all the walks W ∈ W.
▷ Claim 7. The subroutine Degree-Split(E ′ ) runs in O(|E ′ |) time.
Proof. We can compute a maximal walk W in a given graph G∗ = (V ∗ , E ∗ ) in O(|W |) time.
P
Hence, the total running time of Algorithm 3 is given by W ∈W O(|W |) = O(|E ′ |).
◁
h
i
▷ Claim 8. In Algorithm 3, degE ′′ (v) ∈ degE2′ (v) − 1, degE2′ (v) + 1 for all nodes v ∈ V (E ′ ).
Proof. Consider any graph G∗ = (V ∗ , E ∗ ) and a walk W = {(u0 , v0 ), . . . , (uk , vk )} in G∗ . Let
Sk
Sk
End(W ) = {u0 , vk } denote the endpoints of this walk W , and let V (W ) = i=0 {ui } i=0 {vi }
denote the set of all nodes touched by W . Note that degW (even) (v) = (1/2) · degW (v) for all
nodes v ∈ V (W ) \ End(W ), and degW (even) (v) ∈ [(1/2) · degW (v) − 1, (1/2) · degW (v) + 1]
for all nodes v ∈ End(W ). Now, fix any node v ∈ V (E ′ ), and observe that:
P
P
1. degE ′′ (v) = W ∈W degW (even) (v) and degE ′ (v) = W ∈W degW (v).
2. The definition of a maximal walk implies that v ∈ End(W ) for at most one W ∈ W.
These observations, taken together, imply the claim.
◁
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Algorithm 1 Static-Uniform-Sparsify(G = (V, E), λ), where δ/n2 ≤ λ < β.

Let w : E → [0, 1] be a λ-uniform fractional matching in G.
Initialize V (≥0) := V and E (≥0) := E.
Initialize a weight-function h(0) : E (≥0) → [0, 1] so that h(0) (e) := λ for all e ∈ E (≥0) .
Let L := L(λ) be the unique nonnegative integer k such that β/2 ≤ 2k λ < β.
Call the subroutine Rebuild(0, λ). (see Algorithm 2)
SL
Define F := i=0 F (i) , and H := (V, F ).
Define h : F → [0, 1] such that for all i ∈ [0, L] and e ∈ F (i) we have h(e) := h(i) (e).

Algorithm 2 Rebuild(i′ , λ).

for i = i′ to (L − 1) do:
V (i) ← ∅.

while there is some node v ∈ V (≥i) \ V (i) with degE (≥i) v, V (≥i) \ V (i) ≤ (1/ϵ) do:
V (i) ← V (i) ∪ {v}.
V (≥i+1) ← V (≥i) \ V (i) .
F (i) ← {(u, v) ∈ E (≥i) : either u ∈ V (i) or v ∈ V (i) }.
E (≥i+1) ← Degree-Split(E (≥i) \ F (i) ).
for all edges e ∈ E (≥i+1) do:
h(i+1) (e) ← 2 · h(i) (e).
F (L) ← E (≥L) .
V (L) ← V (≥L) .

Algorithm 3 Degree-Split(E ′ ).

Initialize E ∗ ← E ′ and W ← ∅.
while E ∗ ̸= ∅ do
Let G∗ := (V (E ∗ ), E ∗ ), where V (E ∗ ) is the set of endpoints of the edges in E ∗ .
Compute a maximal walk W in G∗ .
Set W ← W ∪ {W }, and E ∗ ← E ∗ \ W .
S
Return the set of edges E ′′ := W ∈W W (even) .
Note that h(i) and F (i) represent global variables in the pseudocodes above.
▶ Lemma 9. Algorithm 1 runs in O(|E|) time.
Proof. The runtime of Algorithm 1 is dominated by the call to Rebuild(0, λ). Accordingly,
focus on any given iteration i ∈ [0, L − 1] of the outer For loop in Algorithm 2. During
this iteration, using appropriate data structures the inner While loop takes O(|F (i) |) time,
the call to Degree-Split(E (≥i) \ F (i) ) takes O(|E (≥i) \ F (i) |) time as per Claim 7, and the
inner For loop takes O(|E (≥i+1) |) time. Hence, the total time taken to implement iteration i
of the outer For loop is at most O(|E (≥i) |) + O(|E (≥i) \ F (i) |) + O(|E (≥i+1) |) = O(|E (≥i) |).
Summing over all i ∈ [0, L − 1], we derive that:
The total runtime of Algorithm 1 is at most

L−1
X



O |E (≥i) | .

(3)

i=0
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Next, fix an iteration i of the outer For loop in Algorithm 2, and focus on the call to
Degree-Split(E (≥i) \ F (i) ). The inner While loop ensures that degE (≥i) \F (i) (v) > (1/ϵ) for
all v ∈ V (≥i+1) . By Claim 8, the degree of every concerned node
is (roughly) halved by a call

(≥i+1)
(≥i)
to Degree-Split(.). Hence, |E
| = O (1/2) · |E
| for all i ∈ [0, L − 1]. Plugging


PL−1
this back into (3), the lemma follows since i=0 O |E (≥i) | = O |E (≥0) | = O(|E|).
◀
We will next show that the subgraph H = (V, F ) returned by our algorithm is a good
matching-sparsifier.Towards this end, we first derive the following important claim.
▷ Claim 10 (Informal). For all v ∈ V and i ∈ [0, L − 1], we have γ (i+1) (v) ≃ (1 + ϵ) · γ (i) (v).
(i)
Proof. Let us track how starting from
the weight-function γ (i+1) is constructed during
 γ ,(≥i)
Si−1 (j)
(i)
round i. Recall that Support γ
:= E
. During round i, we first identify
j=0 F
(i)
(≥i)
the subset F ⊆ E
, and then identify another subset E (≥i+1) ⊆ E (≥i) \ F (i) . As we
(i)
(i+1)
switch from γ to γ
, the following three events occur: (1) The
weights of the edges

Si−1
e ∈ F (i) j=0 F (j) do not change. (2) The edges e ∈ E (≥i) \ F (i) \ E (≥i+1) get discarded
from the support of γ (i+1) . (3) The weights of the remaining edges e ∈ E (≥i+1) get doubled.
Now, fix any node v ∈ V . The claim follows from our analysis of the two cases below.

Case 1: v ∈ V (≥i+1) . In this case, the inner While loop in Algorithm 2 ensures that
degE (≥i) \F (i) (v) > (1/ϵ). Hence, applying Claim 8, we get: degE (≥i+1) (v) ≃ (1 ± ϵ) · (1/2) ·
degE (≥i) \F (i) (v). To summarize, (about) half the edges in E (≥i) \ F (i) that are incident
on v get discarded from the support of γ (i+1) , while the remaining edges in E (≥i) \ F (i)
Si−1
double their weights. In contrast, the edges in F (i) j=0 F (j) that are incident on v do
not change their weights at all. This implies that γ (i+1) (v) ≃ (1 ± ϵ) · γ (i) (v).

Case 2: v ∈
/ V (≥i+1) . In this case, every edge (u, v) ∈ Support γ (i) continues to remain
in the support of γ (i+1) with the same weight. Hence, we get: γ (i+1) (v) = γ (i) (v).
◁
▶ Lemma 11 (Informal). The weight-function h : F → [0, 1] satisfies three properties:
1. h(e) < β for all edges e ∈ F .
2. w(v) ≃ (1 ± ϵL) · h(v) for all nodes v ∈ V .
3. size(w) ≃ (1 ± ϵL) · size(h).
Proof. Before the start of round 0, we have γ (0) (e) = λ for all edges e ∈ E (≥0) . Subsequently,
in each round i ∈ [0, L − 1], the weight of each edge e ∈ E (≥i+1) gets doubled. Hence, we
have h(e) = γ (L) (e) ≤ 2L λ < β for all e ∈ F . This proves part-(1) of the lemma.
Next, fix any node v ∈ V . Before the start of round 0, we have γ (0) = w and hence
(0)
γ (v) = w(v). Subsequently, after each round i ∈ [0, L − 1], Claim 10 guarantees that
γ (i+1) (v) ≃ (1 ± ϵ) · γ (i) (v). This gives us: h(v) = γ (L) (v) ≃ (1 ± ϵ)L · γ (0) (v) ≃ (1 ± ϵL) ·
γ (0) (v) ≃ (1 ± ϵL) · w(v). Finally, summing this (approximate) equality over all nodes v ∈ V ,
we get: size(w) ≃ (1 ± ϵL) · size(h). This proves part-(2) and part-(3) of the lemma.
◀
Levels of nodes and edges. The level of a node v ∈ V is defined as ℓ(v) := max{i ∈ [0, L] :
v ∈ V (≥i) }. Similarly, the level of an edge e ∈ E is defined as ℓ(e) := max{i ∈ [0, L] : e ∈
E (≥i) }. Since V (i) = V (≥i) \ V (≥i+1) for all i ∈ [0, L], it follows that ℓ(v) = i iff v ∈ V (i) .
▶ Observation 12. For all (u, v) ∈ F , we have ℓ(u, v) = min(ℓ(u), ℓ(v)) and (u, v) ∈ F (ℓ(u,v)) .
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SL
Proof. Consider any edge (u, v) ∈ F = i=0 F (i) . W.l.o.g., suppose that (u, v) ∈ F (j) for
some j ∈ [0, L]. Before the start of round 0, we have (u, v) ∈ E (≥0) . During each round
i ∈ [0, j − 1], the edge (u, v) gets included in the set E (≥i+1) , and both its endpoints u, v get
included in the set V (≥i+1) . At round j, one of its endpoints (say, u) gets included in V (j) ,
and the edge (u, v) also gets includedin F (j) . Since F (j) ⊆ E (≥j+1) \ E (≥j) , we infer that
ℓ(u) = j, ℓ(v) ≥ j, and ℓ(u, v) = max i ∈ [0, L] : (u, v) ∈ E (≥i) = j = min(ℓ(u), ℓ(v)). ◀
▶ Observation 13. For every edge (u, v) ∈ F , we have h(u, v) = 2ℓ(u,v) · λ.
Proof. Suppose that ℓ(u, v) = i ∈ [0, L], and hence (u, v) ∈ F (i) . Before the start of round 0,
we have (u, v) ∈ E (≥0) and γ (0) (u, v) = λ. During each round j ∈ [0, i − 1], the edge (u, v)
gets included in E (≥j+1) and we double its weight, i.e., we set γ (j+1) (u, v) := 2 · γ (j) (u, v).
Thus, at the start of round i, we have (u, v) ∈ E (≥i) and γ (i) (u, v) = 2i · λ. During round
i, the edge (u, v) gets included in the set F (i) and its weight is frozen for the subsequent
rounds, so that we get: 2i · λ = γ (i) (u, v) = γ (i+1) (u, v) = · · · = γ (L) (u, v) = h(u, v).
◀

▶ Lemma 14. The graph H = (V, F ) has arboricity at most O ϵ−1 + β −1 = O(log n).
Proof. For any nodes u, v ∈ V with ℓ(u) = ℓ(v) = i < L, we say that u was assigned its level
before v iff we had u ∈ V (i) just before the iteration of the inner While loop in Algorithm 2
which adds v to V (i) . We now define the following orientation of the graph H = (V, F ):
Consider any edge (u, v) ∈ F . W.l.o.g. suppose that ℓ(u) ≤ ℓ(v). If ℓ(u) < ℓ(v), then
the edge is orientated from u towards v. Otherwise, if ℓ(u) = ℓ(v) = L, then the edge is
oriented in any arbitrary direction. Finally, if ℓ(u) = ℓ(v) < L and (say) the node u was
assigned its level before the node v, then the edge is oriented from u towards v.
Fix any node x
∈
V.
Define OutF (x)
:=
{(x, y)
∈
F :
the edge (x, y) is oriented away from x}. We will show that |OutF (x)| ≤ O ϵ−1 + β −1 .
The lemma will then follow from (1).
Case 1: ℓ(x) = i < L. Let X − ⊆ V (≥i) be the set of nodes in V (≥i) that are assigned the level
i before the node x. In words, the symbol X − denotes the status of the set V (i) just before x
gets added to V (i) in Algorithm 2. For every edge (x, y) ∈ OutF (x), we have y ∈ V ≥i \X −
and (x, y) ∈ E (≥i) . Hence, it follows that |OutF (x)| ≤ degE (≥i) (x, V (≥i) \ X − ) ≤ ϵ−1 .
Case 2: ℓ(x) = L. Consider any edge (x, y) ∈ OutF (x). Clearly, this implies that
ℓ(y) = L, and hence ℓ(x, y) = L by Observation 12. Thus, by Observation 13 we
have h(x, y) = 2L · λ ≥ β/2. In other words, h(x, y) ≥ β/2 forall (x, y) ∈ OutF (x). Now,

P
part-(2) of Lemma 11 implies that: w(x) = Ω(h(x)) = Ω
h(x,
y)
=
(x,y)∈OutF (x)
Ω (|OutF (x)| · (β/2)). Accordingly,
we get: w(x) = Ω (|OutF (x)| · β), and hence:

|OutF (x)| = O β −1 · w(x) = O(β −1 ). The last inequality holds since w(x) ≤ 1.
◀
To summarize, our static algorithm runs in linear time (Lemma 9), returns a subgraph
H = (V, F ) with bounded arboricity (Lemma 14), and this subgraph H admits a fractional
matching that closely approximates the input λ-uniform matching w in G (Lemma 11).

4

Dynamically Sparsifying a Uniform Fractional Matching

In this section, we will present a dynamic algorithm for sparsifying a uniform fractional
matching, which will be referred to as Dynamic-Uniform-Sparsify(G = (V, E), λ). The
input to this algorithm is a dynamic graph G = (V, E) that keeps changing via a sequence of
updates (edge insertions/deletions), and a fixed parameter δ/n2 ≤ λ < β. Throughout this
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sequence of updates, it is guaranteed that the graph G admits a valid λ-uniform fractional
matching w. We will show how to maintain a subgraph H(a) = (V, F(a) ) of this dynamic
graph G = (V, E), with F(a) ⊆ E, that is a good matching-sparsifier of G with respect to w.
Our dynamic algorithm will be heavily based on the static algorithm from Section 3.
We now introduce a couple of (informal) terms that relate to various aspects of this static
algorithm. These terms will be very useful in the ensuing discussion. First, for each i ∈ [0, L],
the term level-i-structure will refer to the following sets: E (≥i) , V (≥i) , V (i) and F (i) . Second,
the term hierarchy will refer to the union of the level-i-structures over all i ∈ [0, L].
We will maintain a partition of the edge-set E into two subsets: E(a) and E(p) . The
edges in E(a) (resp., E(p) ) will be called active (resp., passive). We will let G(a) := (V, E(a) )
and G(p) := (V, E(p) ) respectively denote the active and passive subgraphs of the input
graph G = (V, E). Our dynamic algorithm will make a lazy attempt at mimicking the static
algorithm from Section 3, when the latter receives the active subgraph G(a) as input.
Preprocessing. At preprocessing, we set E(p) := ∅ and E(a) := E, and then call StaticUniform-Sparsify(G(a) = (V, E(a) ), λ), as described in Algorithm 1. It returns the hierarchy, where for each i ∈ [0, L] the level-i-structure consists of E (≥i) , V (≥i) , F (i) , V (i) . Finally,
for each i ∈ [0, L], we initialize a set D(≥i) := ∅. This concludes the preprocessing step.

Handling an edge-insertion. When an edge e gets inserted into the input graph G = (V, E),
we call the subroutine Handle-Insertion(e, λ), as described in Algorithm 4. This classifies
the edge e as passive, and sets E(p) ← E(p) ∪ {e}. If the previous step does not violate
Invariant 1, then we are done. Otherwise, if Invariant 1 gets violated, then we throw away
the existing hierarchy and all its associated structures (such as the sets D(≥i) ), and perform
the preprocessing step again on the current input graph G.
▶ Invariant 1. |E(p) | ≤ ϵ · |E(a) |.
Handling an edge-deletion. When an edge e gets deleted from G, we call the subroutine
Handle-Deletion(e, λ), as described in Algorithm 6. If e was already passive, then it
simply gets removed from the set E(p) , and we are done. Henceforth, we assume that e was
active, and at level ℓ(e) = k, just before getting deleted.4
First, we remove e from the set E(a) , because the edge is no longer present in G. Next,
for every i ∈ [0, k], we insert e into the set D(≥i) . From now on, we will refer to e as a
dead edge. Intuitively, the edge e, even after getting deleted, continues to be present in the
level-i-structure for each i ∈ [0, k]. Thus, up until this point, the hierarchy does not change.
Next, we check if the previous steps lead to a violation of Invariant 2. If Invariant 2
continues to remain satisfied, then we are done. Otherwise, we find the minimum index
j ∈ [0, L] such that D(≥j) > ϵ · |E (≥j) |, and then perform the following operations: (1) For
every i ∈ [j, L], we delete the dead edges D(≥i) from the level-i-structure and reset D(≥i) ← ∅.
(2) Finally, we call the subroutine Rebuild(j, λ) as described in Algorithm 2.
▶ Invariant 2. D(≥i) ≤ ϵ · E (≥i) for all i ∈ [0, L].

4

See the paragraph just before Observation 12 for the definition of the level of an edge.
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Algorithm 4 Handle-Insertion(e, λ).

E(p) ← E(p) ∪ {e}.
if E(p) > ϵ · E(a) then
Call the subroutine Clean-Up(0, λ).
E(a) ← E(a) ∪ E(p) .
E(p) ← ∅.

Call the subroutine Static-Uniform-Sparsify G(a) := (V, E(a) ), λ .

Algorithm 5 Clean-Up(j, λ).

for all i = j to L do
E (≥i) ← E (≥i) \ D(≥i) .
F (i) ← F (i) \ D(≥i) .
D(≥i) ← ∅.

Algorithm 6 Handle-Deletion(e, λ).

if e ∈ E(p) then
E(p) ← E(p) \ {e}.
else

k ← ℓ(e) := max i ∈ [0, L] : e ∈ E (≥i) .
E(a) ← E(a) \ {e}.
for i = 0 to k do
D(≥i) ← D(≥i) ∪ {e}.
if D(≥i) > ϵ · E (≥i) for some index i ∈ [0, L] then
Let j be the minimum index i ∈ [0, L] for which D(≥i) > ϵ · E (≥i) .
Call the subroutine Clean-Up(j, λ).
Call the subroutine Rebuild(j, λ).
Note that E(p) , E(a) , E (≥i) , D(≥i) , F (i) represent global variables in these pseudocodes.
To summarize, we satisfy Invariant 1 and Invariant 2, and handle the updates to G in a
lazy manner. Newly inserted edges are classified as passive, and they are completely ignored
in the hierarchy unless their number becomes sufficiently large compared to the total number
of active edges, at which point we rebuild everything from scratch. In contrast, when an
active edge gets deleted from some level i ∈ [0, L], it is classified as dead and it continues
to be present in the level-j-structure for all j ∈ [0, i]. Finally, if we notice that for some
k ∈ [0, L] the level-k-structure has too many dead edges D(≥k) , then we remove all the dead
edges from every level-j-structure with j ∈ [k, L], and rebuild these structures from scratch.
SL
From Section 3, recall that F := i=0 F (i) . For any set of edges E ′ , we will use the
′
notation E(a)
:= E ′ ∩ E(a) to denote the subset of edges in E ′ that are active in the current
input graph G = (V, E). Accordingly, we define F(a) := F ∩ E(a) and H(a) := (V, F(a) ).
Lemma 15 and Lemma 16 below should respectively be seen as analogues of Lemma 14
and Lemma 11 from Section 3. They show that the subgraph H(a) = (V, F(a) ) is a good
matching sparsifier of the input dynamic graph G = (V, E). Intuitively, Lemma 15 and
Lemma 16 hold because Invariant 1 and Invariant 2 ensure that throughout the sequence of
updates, the hierarchy maintained by our dynamic algorithm is very close to the hierarchy
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constructed by the algorithm from Section 3 when it receives the current graph G = (V, E)
as input. Due to space constraints, the proofs of these two lemmas are deferred to the full
version.
▶ Lemma 15. The graph H(a) = (V, F(a) ) has arboricity at most O(ϵ−1 + β −1 ) = O(log n).
▶ Lemma 16. The graph H(a) admits a fractional matching h′ : F(a) → [0, 1] such that:
1. For every edge e ∈ F(a) , we have h′ (e) < β.
2. For every node v ∈ V , we have h′ (v) ≤ w(v).
3. We have size(w) ≤ (1 + 60ϵ · log(β/λ)) · size(h′ ).
▶ Lemma 17. The dynamic algorithm
Dynamic-Uniform-Sparsify(G, λ) has an amortized

update time of O ϵ−1 · log(β/λ) = O(log2 n).
PL
Proof. Define a potential function Φ := |E(p) | + i=0 D(≥i) . Insertion of an edge increases
the potential Φ by at most one unit, as the newly inserted edge gets classified as passive. On
the other hand, deletion of an edge e increases the potential Φ by at most L + 1 units, since e
gets added to each of the sets D(≥0) , . . . , D(≥ℓ(e)) , and ℓ(e) ≤ L. To summarize, each update
in G creates at most O(L) units of new potential. We will show that whenever our dynamic
algorithm spends T units of time, the potential Φ drops by at least Ω(ϵ · T ). Since Φ is always

≥ 0, this implies the desired amortized update time of O(ϵ−1 · L) = O ϵ−1 · log(β/λ) .
Consider the insertion of an edge e into G = (V, E), and suppose that we call StaticUniform-Sparsify(G(a) , λ) while handling this insertion. Let m(a) := |E(a) |, m(p) := |E(p) |,
m(d) := |D(≥0) | and m := |E|, just before e gets inserted. Invariant 1 and Invariant 2
respectively ensure that m(p) = ϵ · m and m(d) ≤ ϵ · m. By Lemma 9, the call to StaticUniform-Sparsify(G(a) , λ) takes O(m) time. Thus, the total time to handle this edge
insertion is given by T := O(m + md ) = O(m). On the other hand, when our algorithm
finishes handling this edge insertion, we have E(p) = ∅, and hence the potential Φ decreases
by at least m(p) = ϵ · m units. In other words, the drop in the potential Φ is at least Ω(ϵ · T ).
Next, consider the deletion of an edge e from G = (V, E), and suppose that while handling
this deletion we call the subroutine Rebuild(k, λ) for some k ∈ [0, L]. Just before e gets
(≥k)
(≥k)
deleted, let m(d) := D(≥k) and m(≥k) := E (≥k) . Invariant 2 ensures that m(d) = ϵ·m(≥k) .

By Lemma 9, the call to Rebuild(k, λ) takes O m(≥k) time. Hence, excluding the time it
takes to identify the level k, which is O(L) = O(log(β/λ)) = O(log n) in the worst-case, our
dynamic algorithm spends T = O m(≥k) time to handle this edge deletion. On the other
(≥k)
hand, this decreases the potential Φ by at least m(d) = ϵ · m(≥k) , since once we are done
processing this edge deletion, we have D(≥k) = ∅. So the potential Φ drops by Ω(ϵ · T ). ◀

5

Dynamically Sparsifying an Arbitrary Fractional Matching

In this section, we briefly sketch our dynamic algorithm for maintaining a matching-sparsifier
as specified by Theorem 1.
The input is a dynamic graph G = (V, E) with n nodes, and a (not necessarily uniform)
fractional matching w : E → [0, 1] in G. An “update” either inserts/deletes an edge in G or
changes the weight w(e) of an existing edge e in G. Our algorithm works in three steps.
Step I (Discretizing w). For every integer j ≥ 0, define λj := (β/n2 ) · (1 + β)j . Let K be
the largest integer j such that λj < β. We now discretize w to get a new fractional matching
ŵ : E → [0, 1], which is defined as follows. Consider any edge e ∈ E. If w(e) < λ0 , then
ŵ(e) := 0. Else if λ0 ≤ w(e) < β, then ŵ(e) := λi where i is the unique integer such that
λi ≤ w(e) < λi+1 . Otherwise, if w(e) ≥ β, then ŵ(e) := w(e).
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For each i ∈ [0, K], let Ei denote the subset of edges e ∈ E with ŵ(e) = λi , let
Gi := (V, Ei ), and let wi : Ei → [0, 1] be the restriction of the fractional matching ŵ onto
the set Ei (i.e., wi is a λi -uniform fractional matching in Gi ). Finally, define the subset of
edges E≥β := {e ∈ E : ŵ(e) = w(e) ≥ β}, and let G≥β := (V, E≥β ). In the dynamic setting,
we can easily maintain the subgraphs G0 , . . . , GK , G≥β of the input graph G on the fly.
Step II (Sparsifying each Gi ). For each i ∈ [0, K], we maintain a sparsifier of Gi with
respect to wi , with the help of the dynamic algorithm from Section 4. Specifically, let
Hi = (V, Fi ) denote the sparsifier H(a) = (V, F(a) ) maintained by the algorithm DynamicUniform-Sparsify(Gi , λi ) from Section 4 (thus, we have Fi ⊆ Ei ).
SK
S
Step III (Putting everything together). Let ES := i=0 Fi E≥β . In the full version
of the paper, we show that the subgraph S := (V, ES ) of G satisfies all the five conditions
stated in Theorem 1.
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